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In this report you will find the description of activities and tasks carried out during the period of 
implementation  of this Erasmus+ project (2018-2020). You will also find  information about the project 
objectives and results. For further information you can  visit the project twin space : 
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/175276/home.    

This project “European Heritage: opening  minds for integration and progress”  aimed at fostering awareness, 
integration and intercultural understanding  as well as European citizenship among young people. This has 
been achieved   by analyzing and sharing each partner’s intangible cultural heritage and by involving students 
in  active learning experiences with the objective of  developing not only the 21st century key competences 
but especially those attitudes , skills and knowledge essential for mutual respect  and solidarity, as cross-
cultural competence, ability to negotiate and to accept other points of view. 

The four schools involved in this project (IES Pedro Jiménez Montoya, in Baza-Spain, I Liceum  
Ogolnoksztalcace, in Grudziądz – Poland, Liceo Scientifico Statale Mario Pagano, in Campobasso – Italy, 
Sint- Jozef  Sint-Pieter, in Blankenberge – Belgium)    considering   : that young people today live  in an ever 
more globalized world; that the number of immigrants is rising;   the recent events  in Europe (e.g. Brexit or 
other separatist movements) and the changing attitudes towards gender, socio-economic  or ethnic 
differences , especially by teenagers , often resulting in prejudiced behavior  towards an individual or a group, 
believed, since the very beginning, that   there was  a real urgency  to cooperate in order to find innovative 
ways to   combat prejudice , exclusion  and to boost teenagers’ understanding  and reciprocal  esteem using 
the potential of European Cultural  Heritage (  being the year 2018 the European Year of Cultural Heritage), 
as a tool  for education and social cohesion.   

This has been achieved   by carrying out several activities , as management and dissemination activities , 
Learning, Teaching and Training activities (LTTA) or short term exchanges of pupils  and teachers . These 
international meetings have played a significant role in the achievement of project goals by letting our 
students meet for a short time , live together  and work on shared projects on the topic of cultural heritage , 
diversity, inclusion . To ensure the productivity of these exchanges , a number of tasks have been scheduled 
; some were developed in advance and then shared and others were carried out  during the mobilities.  
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OBJECTIVES  
 

Obj.1  To learn about our intangible heritage and that of others. 
 
Obj.2  To contribute to develop an open mind towards other traditions,  
                       cultures, minorities, by strengthning intercultural understanding. 
 
Obj.3  To overcome prejudice and promote respect both on a small scale  
                      (schools and families) and later, in due time, on a larger scale.  
 
Obj.4  To relaunch European consciousness among young people, by  

providing opportunities for them to interact with other youngsters, 
learn about others and participate in mobilities. 

 
Obj. 5  To strengthen teachers’proficiency by sharing good practices , for 

example in terms of initiatives to prevent early-school leaving , 
bullying , etc.  

 
Obj. 6 To modernize schools organization or programmes , to tackle issues  

such as exclusion, early-school leaving, low acquisition of 
competences 
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Project meetings (LTTA) Short-term exchanges 
of groups of pupils and activities  

 
 

Country of venue Period  Activity Title 
 

SPAIN, Baza   February 2019 Mapping our Cultural 
Heritage 

 
POLAND, Grudziądz March 2019 Acting against exclusion 

and prejudice 
 

 
ITALY, Campobasso October 2019 European citizenship to 

foster inclusion 

 
BELGIUM,Blankenberge *  March 2020 Building European 

integration 

 
 

*Undone because of Covid-19 
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Activity C1 : Mapping our cultural Heritage 

  (Baza- Spain  4-8 February 2019) 
Objective  1: to learn about our intangible heritage and that of others 
Task 1   researches  and surveys about 5-7 distinguishing aspects of each country’s intangible heritage , 
including languages or dialects, traditions, legends, music, food, games, feasts,etc.  and production of  short 
films/videos  of about 4-5 minutes  to report the  5-7 aspects  of each country’s intangible cultural heritage. 
Description: In groups  choose 5-7  distinguishing aspects of your  intangible cultural heritage (legends, language, 
dialects, traditions, festivals, handicrafts, music, food, games, etc). Carry out a research about each aspect, focus  your 
attention on key ideas  and make a video or short film presentation of  about 4-5 minutes . Remember that you must avoid 
problems with copyrights,you must mention the sources used, and don’t forget to check  for spelling, vocabulary and grammar  
mistakes.    
Task 2   presentations   of   each partner’s  films/videos: (connections with  Obj.6 since it contributes also to 
develop students’ digital and linguistic competences . 

                                                    
                                      Video presentations available at : https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos  

Task 3:  Reflections on similarities and differences  and production of video displays  (connections to Obj.2 
as pupils learn about their own cultural heritage and that of their European peers; and the development of 
linguistic  competences as students will start to debate). Workshop description: in international groups , consider 
the assigned different aspects mentioned in the videos regarding traditions, arts,languages, festivals, food,etc. and 
answer the following questions: Are there any similarities? What are the links and connections? (Give at least 3 
examples);What are the main differences?  (Give at least 3 examples);In your opinion, what are the reasons for 
these links? Use this information to prepare a poster and present  your findings to the rest of participants. (Consider 
that these posters will be used to decorate the school corridors and hall). 
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Task 4:  Visiting relevant places : discovering the Alhambra in Granada  and its surroundings History, Art and 
Heritage (Guided visit) 
Workshop : Before the visit both teachers and students  have a workshop with the Alhambra wall decorations on 
carved stucco tiles to better appreciate the visit (connections with Obj.2 and the development of key 
competences ) 

                                     
    
 

      
 
Exploring landscapes and habitats in the south of Spain : guided visit to Guadix ;  Reception by the Mayor at 
Guadix Town Hall  

       
 
Objective 2 :to contribute to develop an open mind towards other traditions , cultures, minorities , by 
strengthening intercultural understanding   and developing  key competences                                                                                                                                                                      
 
Task 1    Welcome   activities : find someone who…. in order to get to know one another;      Week programme 
presentation; Initial questionnaire “How much do you know about   Europe , the EU, the Erasmus project: 
title, objectives,    partners ,  etc.” 
Description: Find someone who… Move around, introduce yourself, ask students the given questions and write down 
your peers’ answers. (thus favoring inclusion Obj.3) 
Initial assessment questionnaire: Write down your name,  refer to your cultural knowledge  about the Erasmus project, 
Europe, the EU  and provide your  answers . 
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Task 2     Treasure Hunt to uncover the history and culture of the hosting town  
Description: In international groups find the suggested places (place explanations  given  in the languages of partner 
countries to foster intercultural understanding)  and prove the presence of the entire  group  with a  group photo. Then 
each group  chooses  three of the place dates and finds an important   event that took place at that time in the partners’ 
cities/regions/countries   and prepares a timeline.  

                                   

              

Task 3     Workshop on  Scribble App . In national groups  production of interactive maps to give an overview 
of every partner’s intangible cultural heritage  and presentations  (connections to Obj.3)  
Description: Use  web.2.0 and 3.0 tools for geolocalization, sharing, editing, etc                           
 

                                            
 
Task 4      Live presentations of myths, legends  of each country at Ideal Cinema (connections  with Obj.1):  
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                                             Presenttions  available at : https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos  

 
Task 5     Games and languages : crash courses on Polish, Spanish, Italian and Flemish . Every delegation 
presents activities aiming at teaching /learning some words, expressions in one’s mother tongue and  at 
having fun  with riddles and by playing chess 
 

                             
 

                                                    
 
 
Objective 4 : to relaunch European consciousness among young people , by providing opportunities for 
them to interact with other youngsters , learn about others and participate in mobilities and key 
competences 
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Task 1 Foster European citizenship, intercultural understanding and shared grounds: Video presentations and 
Quizzes on European history and identity ; production of  identity timeline and presentations: 
 

                
 
 

                                                                      
 
Description : In internaional  groups  do quizzes  on European history and identity,  draw a  corresponding timeline and 
then present it, build time capsules. Thus reinforcing a sense of belonging to a common European space. 
 
Task 2 A representative from the Europe Direct Office of Granada gives a talk about the Erasmus +  
Programme and the opportunity it offers : 
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Task 3  Week project assessment 
Description: Students fill in the week assessment questionnaire that is the same as the one given on the 1st day activity  
in order to spot students’ improved knowledge about Europe, the Erasmus Project and the hosting country, and to 
express their personal reflections about this week  experience . The results are presented in this PDF:   

                                           

                            available at : https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos  

 
 
 
Obj. 5 To strengthen teachers’proficiency by sharing good practices , for example in terms of initiatives  
to  prevent eraly-school leaving , bullying , etc.  
Workshops: teachers besides participating to all the activities mentioned above had workshops for the implementation  
of the Etwinning space, the  Mobility tool, for the elaboration of  a questionnaire concerning inclusion/exclusion     
necessary for the survey to carry out in  each partner school; to plan  the recording of a legend both in mother  
tongue and in English   to realize audiobooks and ebooks   to present during the next short-term exchange of  
groups of pupils in Poland. 
  
 

How has the participation in this activity benefited the involved participants? 
This international exchange has certainly ontributed to improve both teachers and students’ knowledge  
about their own heritage and that of other countries or regions.It has certainly contributed in improving both  
students and teachers’ digital , languge  and intercultural competences. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

resumen_datos_enc
uesta (1).pptx
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Activity C2 : Acting against exclusion and prejudice  

 (Grudziądz- Poland  25-29 March 2019)  
This short exchange meeting  activities are focused on fighting exlusion and prejudice and in 
engaging  students in preparing an awareness campaign  against exclusion to carry out in their 
own reality , on promoting integration , strengthning  intercultural understanding,  fostering 
tolerance and respect, as well as European Citizenship.  
 
Objective  1: to learn about our intangible heritage and that of others  (connections to Obj.2:) 
Task 1  Welcome ceremony, with hosting school headmistress , Aleksandra Majkowska, President of 
Grudziadz, Mr Szymor Gurbin, Head of Department of Education in Grudziadz, Mrs_Slawomira  Gajewska; 
Polish students present: a short history of Poland, Grudziadz and of their school;  Polish students dance and 
sing „Imagine“ by J. Lennon; they also give a list of Unesco  sites in Poland. Presentation of each delegation 
and week programme.  
 
 

               

                       
 

      
Task 2  tour around school  for  both  teachers and students and talk about the importance of digital tools. 
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Task 3  In groups  students have a treasure hunt activity to discover the city monuments  and to prove that 
they have to take a group photo. 

     
 
Even teachers  have a town tour accompanied  by a History and English language  teacher.   

                             

Students   present their treasure hunt  results. 

Obj.3 To overcome prejudice and promote respect both on a small scale (schools and families) and 
later, in due time, on a larger scale.  
Task1 Description : Students of each delegation present their school exclusion survey results (a PPT 
prepared in advance) .  available at : https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos                                      
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Task 2 Students divide  into 5 international groups , work on one of the 5 survey questions :1.What does your 
school do to prevent exclusion? 2.How does your school deal with an actual problem of discrimination , such 
as racism , gender discrimination and bullying? 3.In your opinion, what major factors make some of your 
schoolmates be excluded from the rest? 4. What impact or main consequences did exclusion have on those 
you ever saw excluded  ? 5. Which reactions did you see in cases of discrimination at school?;   
They discuss , debate ,  find similarities and differences among the 4 countries and  produce and present  
posters to show their findings. 

                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Objective 2 :to contribute to develop an open mind towards other traditions , cultures, minorities , by 
strengthening intercultural understanding   and developing  key competences  . 
 Task 1 Description:  each partner country presents an audiobook and an ebook (both in mother tongue and 
in English) of a local legend or myth  (prepared in advance) . After these presentations students in mixed 
groups analyse one of the four legends  audiobook and ebook;  and add different characters, setting, 
hero/heroine to write and present their own international story  . (connections to Obj.1)                                                                                                                                                               
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                           The legend of Serena                   The legend of  Torun                 The legend of Delicata            The fountain of the bewitched Lady  
                                                                                         Gingerbread                       Civerra & FonzoMastrangelo  
                                  Belgium                                                 Poland                                              Italy                                                  Spain 
                                                available at : https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos 

Objective 3 : to overcome prejudice and promote respect both on a small scale (schools and families) and 
later, on a larger scale . 
Task 1:   workshop    on logos and on how to design them..  
 

          
 
Task 2: Competition  project logo design: In  mixed pairs   students  design their own project logo considering 
the  Erasmus project priorities  and the criteria given during the  logo design workshop: 
 

        
 
Task 3:  Logos presentation and voting for the best one: 

                                                      
 
 
 
 

The legend of 
Serena - English.wav

s uchowisko 
erasmus plus 2019.wav

Introduzione-solo-
audio.wav

audio ingles_2.wav
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Task 4: Polish project coordinator  Mrs Malgorzata Dryl proclaims the winning logo and explains why:     
 

              
The winning project logo  

 
Task 4: Integration tasks : It’s good to know each other better! In order to  overcome prejudice and to foster 
inclusion, acceptance. (connections to Obj.3  & Obj.5)  

                                                      
 
Description : Both  students and teachers move around  and ask questions to other people in order to know 
them better: (  Which 5 words describe you? How is housework organised in your family? Who does what?if 
you could live anywhere in the world , where would it be? Why?What is the worst thing that happened to you 
during a trip? ) ;  write down the people’s names.  At the end   write what connects you.   
 
Task 5 Workshop on marketing , marketing strategies and advertising : presentation of examples of successful 
marketing campaigns , and of what a marketing campaign should be like ( specific, relevant, unique, 
surprising ,moving , entertaining and result oriented) in order to allow students to organize a successful 
awareness campaign against exclusion once at home.  
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Task 6:  -Students in national groups consider their target audience(pupils, students, parents, teenagers, 
teachers, counsellors , local institutions, etc.) ,  develop their brand  (logo, slogan,  visual identity;  decide 
shape, colors, fonts   to be used everywhere in their campaign; and also dissemination materials that could  
be informative or provocative: leaflets, posters, memes, posts, articles, films, podcasts, stickers, drawings, 
etc.  Use websites, social medias as Facebook, and media as TV, newspapers, radios.  
- Students , in national groups, organize a dissemination campaign  against  exclusion  for their target 
audience  (campaign slogan) , target (kids)  and a key message (you are not alone) and  specify the materials, 
the social media actions, the media actions, the events, the networking, and also the time.   
- Each delegation discusses and plans the awareness campaign to be held in each local reality once at home. 
At the end each delegation  presents the    planned  campaign. (connections to Obj. 5 and 6) . 

 

        

                          
   
-Students identify the key features of a leaflet , understand the way to do the best leaflet and  produce one 
for their campaign about exclusion.  
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Objective 4 : to relaunch European consciousness among young people , by providing opportunities for 
them to interact with other youngsters , learn about others and participate in mobilities  
Task 1 Guided visit to  the medieval historical centre of Torun,  to the living museum of gingerbread .Here 
both teachers and students  have  the possibility to learn about its history, the ingredients needed to prepare 
it, to make it and to bake it. Thus  implementing  their knowledge about Europe and their awareness of being 
European citizens. (Connections to Obj.1 & Obj.2) 
 

       

                
 
Task 2 Visit to  the Town Hall in Grudziadz and  meet the Town Hall Secretary  who speaks  about the 
importance  of these European project exchanges    that should be fostered more and more as they really 
make  young people   understand what means to be  European citizens .   
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Task 3  In mixed groups  students discuss  about  the  differences  among the project nations ( between the 
guests and the hosts) , write them down and   present them .    
 
Objective 5 : To strengthen teachers’proficiency by sharing good practices , for example in terms of 
initiatives to prevent early- school leaving, bullying, etc. (connections to Obj.6) 

Task1  Teachers speak with staff members, learn about projects implemented at school,  take part in an 
English lesson of advanced level  and talk with students and teachers and  compare the school systems 
,consider the pros and cons. They have   meetings to  overview the project goals , the work done and the work 
to be done ; fix what to consider in each project meeting  for the final graphic novel; have  an evaluation 
session ,  a summing up reflections and to-do list .  
 

 
Task 2 Farewell party  

 
Task 3  Week project assessment 
Papers with the names of   all week activities are on various desks/tables. Students move around and 
put a sticker on the activity they appreciated  most. The most appreciated ones are:    going out with 
other students, the trip to Torun, the treasure hunt, the welcome ceremony, and the farewell party so 
they  seem to be the most involving and inclusive activities. 
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How has the participation in this activity benefited the involved participants? 
This international exchange has certainly contributed to improve language and intercultural competence as  
students were  hosted by their twins’ families, so they have learnt about their way of living, have  
experienced their local culture and traditions and have used English to communicate  during the activities  
and with their twins. The tasks set have helped them overcome prejudices and have made them more  
aware of European diversity  and of the importance of tolerance. Emphasis was put on their responsibility 
 as young European citizens to change the present situation by adopting a more tolerant attitude towards  
other youngsters  no matter their social , ethnic and economical background. 
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Activity C3 : European Citizenship to foster inclusion  
 (Campobasso- Italy  14-19 October 2019)  

This mobility is  focused on developing European awareness policies and citizenship among the participants 
by meeting European experts, migrant/social  association  representatives, local institutions  representatives 
and educational experts; by working  on examples of past/present events, at national level,  that shaped EU; 
by paying particular  attention to the strategies used by the EU to promote inclusion  and to fulfill it; by 
presenting past and present episodes of intolerance ; by analyzing  the  inclusive mechanisms promoted by 
the EU ;  by presenting the  results of the awareness campaigns carried out, in advance, by each delegation 
on one’s own reality, in order to reinforce their sense of belonging to a common European space and their  
European citizenship and to foster tolerance.  
 
Objective  1: to learn about our intangible heritage and that of others  (connections to Obj.2) 
Task 1  Welcome ceremony  with hosting school headmistress , Rossella Ganfagna;  music teachers  play the 
“Hymn to Joy”; presentation   of all  delegations ; video view of previous project meeting activities. Ice- 
breaking    activity  based on  the European Heritage, the Erasmus project, the EU, EU inclusion policies, etc. 

 

                                 

                          
Task 2: Visit to the Town Hall to meet Mr. Antonio Guglielmi, President of the city Council, who welcomes 
the group and expresses his hope to implement European projects to enrich pupils cultural background and 
European Citizenship.    

Erasmus_Grudziadz
_March_2019_480p (1).mp4
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Task3:  Guided tour around school for both students and teachers by host students. 
Task 4:  “Treasure Hunt under riddles“ to uncover Campobasso: students read the  riddles   present on 
QRCodes, find the suggested Town sites, note them on the city map , and return to school. Then the groups 
find the  treasure box  key to get the treasure.   Award ceremony.  Even teachers have a guided  tour  of 
Campobasso historical center .   

                                   
 
Objective 4 : to relaunch European consciousness among young people , by providing opportunities for 
them to interact with other youngsters , learn about others and participate in mobilities . (Connections to 
Obj.1, Obj.2,Obj.3, Obj.5, Obj.6) 
Task 1 Description       Each delegation presents a timeline (prepared in advance) of past and present events  
that, at national level,  contributed in the formation of  the EU ; pupils in mixed  groups debate on links and 
differences and produce posters  and  present them. 
For timelines see the following links: https://www.timetoast.com/timelines/2096105 
https://my.visme.co/projects/31qv7rje-european-fight-against-exclusion-2 
https://www.timetoast.com/timelines/2075832   

 

.       
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Task2:   Presentations by the various delegations of past and present episodes of intolerance:   gender, 
disability, sex preference, religion, etc.  (with  videos prepared in advance): 
 

                
 

 
Available at : https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos  

 
Task 3:Workshop: Students  in mixed groups  talk  about     the outlined episodes of intolerance,  analyze  the 
inclusive mechanisms promoted by the   EU and    write a newspaper article  (under the supervision of a local  
journalist, Gianfranco Carlone)  about what should still be done to overcome   those episodes .   
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Objective 3 : to overcome prejudice and promote respect both on a small scale (schools and families) and 
later, on a larger scale (connections to , Obj.1 Obj.5, Obj.6) 

Task 1: Workshop on the results of the Awareness Campaign  to foster inclusion: Description: each delegation 
presents the inclusion awareness campaign carried out in advance at each school and within each  local reality 
Steps followed: project design : workshops to talk about bullying and cyberbullying, gender equality, etc.; 
workshops on didactic approaches to favour inclusion; workshops with associations to spread  examples of 
good inclusion  practices; leaflet design, creation of  special # on social media;creation of the inclusion 
awareness event; promotion of the  event;  dissemination posting photos about the campaign, contact with 
media to disseminate  the initiative and the results achieved.  The products realized are  present on PPT and 
videos available at: 

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos . 

 

 

 

 

European inclusion 
policy.mp4

examples of 
intolerance and sign language  in  IT.mp4
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Task2: guided visits to discover the  terrible consequences of discrimination, prejudice, intolerance  by visiting 
the  Ardeatine Caves in Rome, and examples of inclusion , by  guided visits  to the Jewish Ghetto, the Jewish 
Museum and Synagogue  in Rome;  to Matera (official Unesco World   Heritage site  and the European capital 
of culture  for the  year  2019),  to visit the  Sassi  , the third oldest city in the world with its cave dwellings  
and a guided visit to Trani. Students have the opportunity to reflect on past tragedies, appreciate and enrich 
their knowledge about European Cultural Heritage  and to report through a photo quest.  

     

                                                  

                

Task3: Students  meet experts , local authorities representatives, representatives of migrant associations and  
participate to their talks concerning   “The  Inclusion policies: Reflections and perspectives” : 
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Talk on “From assimilation to inclusion: the importance of  an intercultural attitude” by Flavia Monceri ,  
Professor of Political Philosophy at the Department of Humanities, Education   and Social Sciences at the 
University of Molise: “to include means : to understand , to overcome inner discomfort, to be ready to change 
one’s value  system  and to accept the others” . She also provides some practical examples of inclusive 
approaches at school. Talk on “Social inclusion: European and Regional policy”  by  Professor Donato Toma, 
President of Molise Region, who outlines the European measures and the regional priorities to foster   
inclusion: giving examples of good practices: as the project “Dopo di noi” “After Us”  aiming at providing  
innovative solutions to make disabled  people  more independent and to give major support to their 
families; talk on “Migrants, welcome and asylum and inclusion policies : Italian and Turkish experiences” , 
by Dr. Biagio Testa of The International Studies College in Campobasso :” the migrant flows  towards Italy are 
fewer than communicated by media, as migrants use Italy as a means to reach other countries,  their period  
of stay  is  longer than the programmed one because of Italian burocracy”. Talk on “Practices for the inclusion 
of migrants and refugees:”by Dr Maria  Marcogliese, Operator of the Association “Dalla Parte degli Ultimi”  
and by Mamadi Sawo, a  Cultural Mediator  who   give positive examples of inclusion. 
Task 4:Students  reflect and debate  on the talks . 
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Objective 5 : To strengthen teachers’proficiency by sharing good practices , for example in terms of 
initiatives to prevent early school leaving, bullying, etc  (Connections to Obj.6) 
Task1 Teachers  strengthen their proficiency  in sharing good   practices to promote  social inclusion ,an open 
culture , by sharing new strategies  to  enhance students’ motivation and reduce early school leaving ,   and  
combat against bullying, prejudice and exclusion. Teachers gain ideas to implement in their didactical 
activities and their school environment. They have  meetings to  overview the project goals , the work done  
and the work to be done for the next meeting in March. They agree on the layout of the   final graphic novel,  
a to do list, and an evaluation session. The  methodology  used    is a task-based approach , problem  solving 
and  mixed /national  team work to promote integration everyday  and to develop the skills necessary for  
debating.   
                                                                          
Task 5. Project week evaluation. Students refer to the activities of the week and express their appreciation. 
 

                                   

Task 6. Italian students present the week activties video:                      
Farewell Party 

 

 
 
 

Erasmus Project 
week videoItaly2019 (1).mp4
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How has the participation in this activity benefited the involved participants? 
 

This activity has surely contributed in making students more aware of the role of Europe in assuring inclusion, 
it has improved pupils’ motivation towards learning, their key competences in foreign language, digital 
competence and  socio-cultural competence. It  has  especially contributed in   making Ss more sensitive and 
aware of exclusion problems, in reinforcing their intercultural understanding , sense of tolerance, acceptance 
of  others’ points of view. It has also enhanced students’ awareness  of  being European citizens, and as such   
of the  importance of the role that they can play in combating prejudice, exclusion and in fostering  
integration and tolerance. 

Teachers have experienced examples of good practices, especially in the field of motivating students, to 
tackle exclusion and  prevent early school leaving  and it has led also to an improvement in school 
organization and management 

 

 

. 
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Activity 4 :Building  European Integration  

(Blankenberge -Belgium   16-20 March 2020) 

Undone because of Covid-19 even if everything had been completely arranged, 
(flights, means of transport, visits, activities) Postponed to 12-16 October2020 but 

the virus was still present , so unfortunately  undone!!!   

This mobility is  focused on heritage and integration. Both teachers and students are involved in inclusive 
approaches , visits to the European Institutions in Brussels to interview the commissioner in charge of 
integration and /or cultural heritage.  Students from each partner school present a graphic novel (in English 
and in the mother tongue) with speech bubbles  (prepared in advance) on a form of exclusion (racism, 
religion, sexual orientation, etc. (by considering the awareness campaign results) that really occurred at 
one’s own school or local reality  and on the way the community  , the country, Europe reacted.  After each  
presentation  students  spot the message and, at the end , they  come up with a general message in order 
to realize  the final graphic novel  (by using some specific software as Flipaclip or Videoscribe) with 
“Erasmus”, as the main character,  who   travels from one country to the other and  finally finds a general 
and common  message of integration  for the 4 stories/countries. This mobility is also focused on innovative 
inclusive methods / practices of inclusion in use in Belgium  provided by the hosting school or  external 
experts or institutes,  by meeting  some witnesses of discrimination. During the mobility there are guided  
visits  to Brussels, Ypres and its surroundings, Tyne Cot Cemetery Ypres , Last Post in Ypres; to Gent (Visit to 
the renovated Lam Gods by Van Eyck) thus pursuing Obj.1, Obj:2, Obj.3,Obj.4,Obj.5,Obj6) 

Obj.3 To overcome prejudice and promote respect both on a small scale   (schools and families) 
and later, in due time, on a larger scale.  (connections to Obj.2,Obj.5, Obj.6) 
Task 1 (done in advance)Students at national level produce  a graphic novel (in English and in their mother 
tongue) with speech bubbles   on a form of exclusion : racism, religion, sexual orientation, etc. (by 
considering their awareness campaign results) that really occurred at   one’s own school or local reality  and 
on the way the community  , the country, Europe reacted.  
Task 2 Students of each country share the graphic novels realized. They are  collected in a padlet . Students    
will try to build up  the final graphic novel. 
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71172/materials/videos . 
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Task3 The project coordinator produces “the Report of good practices” and shares it with all partners who  
translate it in their mother tongue and use it for dissemination. 
Task 3.  Overall project evaluation through the use of  an adequate questionnaire (by students, teachers, 
headmasters, etc. by using Google Forms ) 
Task4  Presentation of the results during a dissemination day held at each local school. 
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Outputs and Results 
Video/films presenting 5 to 7 aspects of each country’s intangible heritage 

Visual displays showing different aspects of intangible heritage 

An interactive map giving  an overview of the intangible cultural heritage 

A survey on exclusion  carried out in each partner school  

Compilation of legends and Audiobook/ebook 

A survey to discover similarities and differences in the field of culture , carried out in each of the 
schools 

Project Logo 

A campaign to raise tolerance and prevent intolerant attitudes 

A twin space within E-Twinning 

Posters, leaflets, radio announcements and videoclips 

A Report about best practices with special attention given to new models which promote social 
inclusion and prevent early-school leaving 

Graphic novels about real exclusion problems occurred at school, city, country and  on the way 
the local community reacted 

A Final Graphic Novel  showing the discovery journey of Erasmus  

Project websites for dissemination purposes   
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Be as you are, don’t 
change 

Meet first, then  
judge 

Be aware of 
diversity and 

teach it! 

It’s up to you to 
change the world 


